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MORE TALKS The recent walk-out of the Soviet Union from the Geneva disarmament dis -

BREAK UP

	

cussions has caused dismay in many quarters, following as it has th e
breakdown of the Summit Conference scheduled last May in Paris . The fol-

lowing comments by Walter Lippmann(N .Y . Herald-Tribune, June 30, 1960) may be sugges-
tive as to why this occurred :

"Once again we see that progress in disarmament can follow, but it cannot precede
a detente, that is, a relaxation of tension . After the U-2 and the collapse of th e
summit meeting a breakdown in Geneva was to be expected . Soviet-American relations had
suddenly become much worse than they had been at any time since the death of Stalin ,
and there is not nearly enough good will to go on pretending that we are anywhere near
a meeting of minds on disarmament . Discussions like those at Geneva about disarmamen t
are possible only when there is a general and common feeling that relations are becom-
ing more friendly, even if specific issues have not yet been rasolved . . .

"We must now expect a long pause before the talks about disarmament are resumed .
In itself this pause would be a good thing if it meant that in Washington the problem
would be restudied . For there is good reason to think that while the Soviet aim of
total disarmament is almost certainly impossible and also undesirable, our stereotype d
principle of disarmament with inspection is almost certainly not practical and increas-
ingly obsolescent . . . "

Lippmam summarizes a recent article by Henry Kissinger in "Foreign Affairs" whic h
points out "that inspection, aerial or even on the ground, belongs to an age which i s
past

	

to one in which war is conducted by mobilizing armies and congregating bomber s .

"In the missile age, the more perfected the missile, the more ineffective will b e
any kind of inspection . For the essence of a perfected missile is that it is alw , ys
ready to attack . Therefore inspection from the air or even on the ground cannot hop e
to show in advance whether the missile which is ready will in fact be fired . To know
that it would be necessary to inspect not the missile but the intention of the adver-
sary . . . . The weapons that matter most, because of their almost instant readiness, ar e
iminspectable . What, then, are we to rely upon? We have to rely upon what has no w
become the accepted doctrine of the Pentagon - that is to say, on developing a deter -
rent power that cannot be knocked out by a surprise attack . This, and not inspection ,
is the way to reduce tensions which are caused by the race in nuclear armaments . . . "

NUCLEAR said American physicist J . Robert Oppenheimer at a recent conference of th e
WAR IS Congress for Cultural Freedom held in Berlin .
FATAL

"The destructive power of atomic stockpiles has increased far more than a
hundredfold - how much more it may be neither permissible nor relevant to tell . . . The
new means of delivery and use have made of the command and control of these weapo n
systems a nightmare fully known only to those responsible .

"What some of us know, and some of our governments have recognized, all peopl e
should know and every great government understand : if this next great war occurs, non e
of us can count on having enough living to bury our dead! "

-- N .Y . Herald-Tribune, June 17, 1960

DOCTRINAL are occuring in the Communist wor'd . Soviet Premier Khrushchev said i n
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Bucharest (June 21st) that she teachings of Lenin must be interpreted

	

t o
conform with the actualities of today's world .

He again repudiated the Lenin and Marx doctrines that war between capitalist an d
communist states is inevitable and that there can be no peaceful co-existence betwee n
states with rival ideologies . Mr . Khrushchev first advanced his radical theory in Feb-
ruary, 1956 when it was hailed in the Communist world as his major contribution to post -
Stalinist and Marxist thought .

It is significant that he should have reiterated this position so recently sinc e
it has been widely reported that there is an ideological gulf between Communist leader s
in Russia and Communist leaders in China over the point . The latter adhere to "pure "
doctrine as given by Marx and Lenin, and say that war is inevitable between the East an d
the West . Their "line" has become more rigid in the light of recent events such as the
U-2, the breakup of the Summit, and continuous American hostility to and non-recognitio n
)f the government on the mainland .



The ideological conflicts of the Communist world remind students of moder n -Church
history of the fundamentalist-modernist split which rocked American Protestantism i n
the 1920's .

JAPAN NOT Ezra F . Vogel, Research Fellow at the Laboratory of Social Relations ,
ANTIU S A Harvard University, recently returned from two years of research in Japan .

In a recent letter to the N . Y . Herald-Tribune (June 18, 1960) Mr . Voge l
made the following points :

"Demonstrators against the security pact and the 7 .3 . are not limited to Commu-
nists and Left-Wingers . Recent public opinion polls show the Japanese about four t o
one against the Kishi government, and all major newspapers in Japan, including thos e

previously in favor of the Kishi government, are now opposed to the Kishi government .
The extreme reaction against the Kishi government was the immediate result of rammin g
through the vote on the security pact while the opposition had been removed from th e

corridors of the Diet by policemen at the order of the Kishi government . This vot e

was timed so the pact would go into effect just in time for Eisenhower's arrival in
Japan, and the extreme tactics used by Kishi were considered by the Japanese publi c

as an attempt to please America, and Eisenhower's determination to follow through with
his visit was widely interpreted by Japanese as condoning Kishi t s tactics . . .

"If Kishi had not resorted to such extreme police tactics the prospects were tha t
the security pact would have been passed, though perhaps in somewhat modified form . . .
the fear of another military government helps explain the strength of emotion of oppo-
sition to Kishi . "

DILEMMA IN is the title of a perceptive article by Harvey Seifert in the Christian
FOREIGN

	

Advocate for June 13, 1960 . Mr. Seifert, Professor of Social Ethics a t
POLICY

	

Southern California School of Theology, refutes "the contemporary mood o f
'realism' which leads specialists in international affairs to emphasiz e

power and national interests while norms and long-term goals tend to be regarded a s
unreliable guides . . . "

"Within its limited framework our present foreign policy has had certain values .
National interest has often roughly coincided with a wider international interest .
Occasional references to the United Nations and somewhat niggardly beginnings of eco-
nomic aid have cleared trails which may become more heavily traveled highways .

"The way of national power has also carried serious liabilities which we hav e
been forced to accept in addition to its limited assets . These weaknesses must now
be reduced through substitute or supplementary policies .

"For one thing, an unadulterated national power approach stimulates counter -
measures . The bombs and bases considered essential to our security spur the produc-
tion of hostile rockets and submarine launchers which threaten our security . Among --
great powers security, like prosperity, proves to be indivisible . Threatening an-
other nation's safety also tends to undermine our own . Action aimed at a preponder-
ance of power to deter war inflames the hostility and fear which make war more likely .

"A policy designed to compel compliance also increases intransigeance . In some
respects we strengthen the very elements within our nations which we aim to weaken .

We unite the people of Russia behind their government by seeming to threaten their

homeland. In times of grave threat, the most militant leaders are more likely to

gain a hearing .

"Undue emphasis on the power aspects of policy also impedes any more construc-

tive program. Using both hands to clamp on the lid of a boiling pot leaves no muscle

for turning off the gas . Maintaining a 'balance of terror' may be temporarily neces-
sary, but this alone does not get at fundamental disagreements . Resources used in
expensive arms programs cannot be invested in economic aid .

"A country engaged in a power struggle is less likely to make concessions whic h
may be interpreted as a sign of weakness . Any more basic international accord de-
pends on negotiation . Yet great powers now hesitate to negotiate . While ahead in
the power struggle they feel they do not need to . When they are behind they are
afraid to . "
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